In collaboration with [C&EN](http://cen.acs.org/index.html).

Kaoru Sakabe is academic publishing's version of an in-house detective. In 2017, she and editors at the *Journal of Biological Chemistry (JBC)* conducted a pilot study looking for image manipulation in accepted papers. When 10% of papers came back with a possible issue, the team was shocked.
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The study results led Sakabe to help set up an image screening process that she now oversees. As Data Integrity Manager for the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Sakabe pre-emptively flags apparent image manipulation or shoddy data representation in accepted papers at *JBC* and the *Journal of Lipid Research*. She and three analysts hunt for hard-to-detect anomalies in images, particularly those of blots, gels, and micrographs.

Sakabe also handles reader's complaints about published images and fields all policy and manuscript questions from editors, reviewers, and Society staff. Louisa Dalton spoke with Sakabe about her role as a data-integrity specialist.

What spurred you to take on a job as a data integrity manager? {#sec2}
==============================================================

There was something about the integrity part. I'm a real stickler for rules, and my partner and I actually get in little tiffs about it because we're the complete opposite. If it says "no parking here if you're not a resident," then I will make sure that I don't park there.

Also, I fixate on a lot of minutiae. I look for tiny things that are wrong. I think that's what makes me good for this job. As a researcher, I had a harder time looking at the big picture, which you really need to do as a research scientist if you want to publish that paper or write a research grant. The way my mind works is better for image analysis than for doing bench work.

Describe your image analysis process. {#sec3}
=====================================

We download all the figure files that the authors have uploaded into our system and then we put them in Photoshop. We apply a bunch of gradient maps from the Office of Research Integrity (ORI) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to add false colors to figures. The false colors help bring out small differences that are harder to see when the images are in gray scale. They help us visualize where the authors may have manipulated an image. Using these, we can tell if perhaps a brush tool was applied or the blur tool used. The gradient maps work best on blots, gels, and micrographs. They are provided on the ORI website as a service to the research community. We look for discontinuities, duplications, manipulations, compression artifacts from saving images in different file formats, splices, or other subtle alterations that change the nature of the original image. Our process includes screening spectra, graphs, schematics, and structures.

We also look for author mistakes. For example, they may have an extra arrow in their figure that's not pointing anywhere or the labels on the graph may be covered up. We make sure that the figures comply with our [editorial guidelines.](http://jbcresources.asbmb.org/)

What tools in Photoshop are OK for researchers to use on an image? Are others off-limits? {#sec4}
=========================================================================================

I really recommend only using the crop tool. It may be necessary to adjust the brightness, contrast, levels, or gamma settings, but I think these should be done carefully. The final image should always look like the original one.

How do authors react? {#sec5}
=====================

I run into a few irate authors who blame me for the problems that we've uncovered. But I think that just comes with the job. Some authors are completely unaware that something happened. The image modification is often done by one person in the group. I think in most instances, there's an inherent level of trust that coauthors have with each other, which is why, oftentimes, these issues go by unnoticed.

Do you think this image checking will become more automated? {#sec6}
============================================================

There are some companies working on this actively. I don't know if they have the throughput yet to look for duplication of figures, and I'm not so sure that they will be really good at finding some of the manipulations we see. One of them we see is with Photoshop's clone stamp tool, which allows you to copy a little part of an image and stamp it anywhere else on the image to hide blemishes or bands. We can tell the clone stamp tool was used when we see the same really, really tiny pattern stamped around the blot several times. I don't know how good artificial intelligence would be in looking for that.

I hope it gets better because it would certainly make it a lot easier to screen figures, and it would also allow high-throughput image screening in papers that have already been published, kind of like plagiarism software but with images.

Do you think data integrity is an increasing problem, or is it just easier to find now? {#sec7}
=======================================================================================

I think it's easier to find for sure. I also think it used to be a lot harder to make the prettiest western blot you could. You just had to deal with whatever blot you developed. Now you have Photoshop, you have PowerPoint, you have all these programs that make it really easy for someone to make the "perfect" blot. And I feel like our society is kind of pushing to have the most perfect image presented.

I don't think we put enough education up front to our graduate students to let them know what's acceptable and what's not acceptable. When I was in graduate school, this is not something that was taught to us. We were just expected to know.

What advice do you have for scientists? {#sec8}
=======================================

Always save original data. Don't save images as JPEGs or in PowerPoint. I recommend a [column](https://www.asbmb.org/getmedia/2af208df-ae20-4da0-b347-0180de6238bb/due-diligence.pdf) in our member magazine that describes common image problems. We also have [a video about preparing figures](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dduwng8GFwc&t=9s) for publication on our YouTube channel.

Louisa Dalton is a freelance contributor to {#sec12}
===========================================

[*Chemical & Engineering News*](https://cen.acs.org/index.html), *the weekly newsmagazine of the American Chemical Society. Center Stage interviews are edited for length and clarity.*
